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Introduction

Although RHIC has provided collisions of asymmetrical species in past years,
the p-Au run in 2015 will be unique in this different species collision category.
This is resulted from the different charge mass ratio of the proton and fully
stripped Au ion (1 vs. 79/197). The p-Au run requires a special acceleration
ramp, and movement of a number of beam components as required by the beam
trajectories. The DX magnets will be moved for the first time in the history
of RHIC. In this note, the planning and preparations for p-Au run will be
presented. For more details, please refer to the run planning wiki page [1].
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Acceleration ramp

During the d-Au run in 2003, long range beam-beam interactions resulting from
unequal revolution frequencies of the two beams caused significant beam loss
on the first half of the ramp [2, 3]. The strategy of accelerating beams to top
energies with their revolution frequencies being equal has since been adopted.
For the p-Au run, one can not raise the injection energy of Au beam (to beam
rigidity of 196 Tm) to match the beam frequencies because of the limit of the
injection kicker strength (90 Tm in term of beam rigidity). It is not practical
either to lower the injection energy of the proton beam (to beam rigidity of 33
Tm) otherwise it crosses transition during acceleration. The mini-ramp scheme
was proposed by M. Blaskiewicz in which the Au beam will be injected first,
then accelerated crossing transition to 𝛾 = 25.4. After that the proton beam
will be injected and both beams will be accelerated to 100 GeV/nucleon with
matched revolution frequencies. This scheme was tested with Au beam only
in 2014 by C. Montag [4], to check the possible instability of the Au beam
sitting just above transition energy for ∼ 10 minutes for proton beam injection.
The test was successful since only expected horizontal emittance growth was
observed due to intra-beam scattering.
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Movement of components required by p-Au
trajectories

With equal revolution frequencies and roughly equal circumferences of the proton and Au beam, the beam rigidities are quite different (at store, 518 Tm for
proton and 832 Tm for Au beam). The horizontal bending angles in the common DX magnets are therefore different for two beams. Both beams would be
at angles with respect to the line across the DX centers. The beam trajectories
[5] at colliding IRs (6 and 8) and non-colliding IRs (2, 4, 10 and 12) at store
are shown respectively in Figs. 1 and 2. Crossing angles were in the design of
beam trajectories for all IRs at injection to alleviate the aperture limits at DX
magnets. The trajectories of the beams demand the movements of a number of
beam components. In 2015, RHIC run will start with 9 weeks of proton proton
collision, followed by 5 weeks of p-Au run and 2 weeks of p-Al run. It is desirable
to move components before pp for quick and smooth transition between pp and
p-Au programs, without impact on the pp run.

Figure 1: Beam trajectories at colliding IRs (6 and 8) at store.

Figure 2: Beam trajectories at non-colliding IRs (2, 4, 10 and 12) at store.
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3.1

DX magnets

Both DX aperture scan study and orbit data from He3-Au run indicate the
beams can be off-center by 47 mm at DX edge (13.5 m from IPs) at injection,
50 mm at store without noticeable beam loss. The beam trajectories of p-Au
were designed based on these findings. The amount by which the DX magnets
need to be moved are thereafter determined. The amounts and directions of
DX movements are listed in Table 1. The moving directions are always towards
the Yellow beamline. It reduces the available physical apertures at DX magnets
for pp run if they got moved. The counter measure is to design beam trajectories with crossing angle at the corresponding IRs, which would not result in
circumference difference. Simulation indicates that there is no effect on beam
polarization from crossing angle at IRs [1]. Therefore, IR2 and 4 DX magnets
were moved before pp run. Proton beam with non-zero crossing angle would
not be desirable at IR10 and 12 because of the electron lens device at IR10 and
H-jet at IR12. The same is true at colliding IRs (6 and 8) because experiments
want head-on collision with zero common angle. Therefore, IR6, 8, 10, and 12
DX magnets will be moved between pp and p-Au run. IR2 and 4 DX magnets
Table 1: DX magnets movement specifications
When
Sector Distance(mm) Direction

Before pp run

Between pp and p-Au run

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

20
20
17.5
17.5
25
25
25
25
20
20
20
20

outwards
inwards
inwards
outwards
outwards
inwards
inwards
outwards
outwards
inwards
inwards
outwards

were moved during shutdown since no effect on proton polarization for pp run
was observed in simulation. As this report is written, all other DX magnets
except those at sector 6, 7 and 8 have been moved and put back for testing.

3.2

9 MHz cavity

Between the 9 MHz cavity and the sector 4 DX magnet, there was no space for
a new bellow which would take ∼20 mm position shift. So decision was made
to rotate the cavity so that one end (close to DX) moves together with DX
magnet while the other end (close to IP4) remains fixed in position. Moving
DX magnet by a larger amount works better for the p-Au trajectories, however
3

imposes aperture limits for beam trajectories in pp run. The compromise was
made to move IR3 and 4 DXs by 17.5 mm. The existing bellow in IR3 was
replaced by a new one with more flexibility. The 9 MHz cavity and DX magnets
will all be moved back after 2015 run.

3.3

Roman pots

During the shutdown, new vertical Roman pots, which reside in DX-D0 chambers, were installed in sector 5 and 6. The beam position relative to the Roman
pots detector centers are listed in Table 2. For p-Au run, only sector 6 side RoTable 2: Beam positions relative to Roman pots centers
pp run
p-Au run
RP
Distance(mm) Distance(mm)
sector 5 DX side RP
sector 5 D0 side RP
sector 6 DX side RP
sector 6 D0 side RP

1.9
22.2
1.9
22.2

24.1
3.3
27.4
40.6

man pots will be used to detect scattered proton beam. The decision was made
to move the sector 6 DX-D0 chamber laterally inwards by 25 mm (maximum
limited by the bellows) to maximize the acceptance of Roman pots.

3.4

ZDCs

Beams will collide head-on in both experiments, however, both beam have a
common angle with respect to the line across DX centers. The forward neutrons
will be at an angle of 3.61 mrad. The physical size of the ZDCs are ±5𝑐𝑚 in
horizontal plane. Therefore, the decision was made to move sector 5 and 8
DX-D0 chamber laterally by 25 mm so that ZDCs can be moved to intercept
forward neutrons.

3.5

DX-D0 chambers

Beam trajectories in DX-D0 chambers were also studied for possible aperture
limit. The beam trajectories were added to the DX-D0 chamber drawings by S.
Nayak for the study. The design trajectories are closest to the chamber wall in
the middle of the DX-D0 chamber (see Table 3).
The numbers in parentheses are for injection energy. The spaces between
beam and the vacuum wall translate to at least 7 times the rms beam size.
Besides movement of DX-D0 chambers at sector 5, 6 and 8 for ZDCs and Roman
pots, only sector 7 DX-D0 chamber will be rotated so its DX end moves with
DX magnet. Further beam tests are planned to justify not to move other DX-D0
chambers in non-colliding IRs.
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Table 3: Distance from beams to the wall in DX-D0 chambers
Minimum gap between
Minimum gap between
Blue beam and wall (mm) Yellow beam and wall (mm)
pp run
p-Au run
pp run
p-Au run
sector 5/6
46.5
28.6 (22.4)
46.5
64.8 (63.8)
sector 7/8
48.5
30.0
48.5
43.9
48.5
27.7
48.5
58.9
sector 3/4
other sectors
48.5
25.9
48.5
73.7

3.6

Distance
from IP (m)

STAR beam pipe

In 2014 He3-Au run, there was background hitting at STAR detector when
injecting Helium beam in the Blue ring. In the same year, STAR internal target
experiment observed unexpected signal in horizontal plane. These brought on
heated discussion during the preparation of p-Au run. During the FY14/15
shutdown, the interior of beam pipe from DX to DX in IR6 was examined
visually using a boroscope. Loose RF fingers were found in both sides of IP6,
however in vertical plane. These were fixed. Then a survey was done for beam
pipe in IR6 before the tie-in of the experiment magnet. The sector 5 end of the
Be pipe was found off by ∼ 7 mm horizontally inbound, which explain the two
said mysteries. The beam pipe was realigned afterwards. A similar survey was
done in PHENIX as well. No significant offset was found.

3.7

AC dipole

The inner radius of the AC dipole is 20 mm. With a 4.18 mrad beam angle at
IR4, the beam would be off-center by 15 mm at the AC dipole located 3.53 m
away from IP4, which is certainly an aperture limit concern. Therefore, the AC
dipole was taken out temporarily for p-Au run. This was done before the pp
run to save time later when transitioning between the pp and p-Au run.
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